We present a collection of new structural, algorithmic, and complexity results for two types of matching problems. The first problem involves the computation of k-maximal matchings, where a matching is k-maximal if it admits no augmenting path with ≤ 2k vertices. The second involves finding a maximal set of vertices that is matchable -comprising one side of the edges in some matching. Among our results, we prove that the minimum cardinality β 2 of a 2-maximal matching is at most the minimum cardinality µ of a maximal matchable set, with equality attained for triangle-free graphs. We show that the parameters β 2 and µ are NP-hard to compute in bipartite and chordal graphs, but can be computed in linear time on a tree. Finally, we also give a simple linear-time algorithm for finding a 3-maximal matching, a consequence of which is a simple linear-time 3/4-approximation algorithm for the maximum-cardinality matching problem in a general graph.
Introduction
Given a graph G = (V, E), a matching is a set M ⊆ E of edges, no two of which share a vertex in common. Motivated in large part by the existence of many real-world matching problems, the study of matchings in graphs has become one of the most active areas of research in graph theory (see, for example, the excellent book of Lovász and Plummer [12] ). In this paper we present new structural, algorithmic, and complexity results for two types of matching problems: the problem of finding a k-maximal matching, and the problem of finding a maximal matchable set of vertices.
A matching M is maximal if it is not a proper subset of some other matching. The matching number β 1 (G) is the maximum cardinality of a matching in G, and the lower matching number β 1 (G) is the minimum cardinality of a maximal matching in G. Bollobás et al. [3] extended the notion of a maximal matching to that of a k-maximal matching, which is a matching that admits no augmenting P j for j ≤ 2k (an augmenting P j is a path consisting of j vertices whose endpoints are unmatched, or unsaturated, and whose interior vertices are matched, or saturated, such that edges along the path alternate between being not in the matching and being in the matching). Equivalently, a matching is k-maximal if and only if one cannot increase its cardinality by removing j − 1 of its edges and adding j others, for j ≤ k. A 1-maximal matching is the same as a maximal matching. The concept of k-maximality is a natural notion that has been applied to other optimization problems as well; see, e.g., [14] .
We define β k (G) as the minimum cardinality of a k-maximal matching in G, and note that the maximum cardinality of a k-maximal matching is just the matching number β 1 (G). One can find a k-maximal matching in O(k(m + n)) time in a graph with n vertices and m edges. In a bipartite graph, this is accomplished using k successive linear-time "blocking flow" computations [7] , and in a general graph the same result is achieved by running k phases of the substantially more complicated matching algorithm of Micali and Vazirani [15, 16] .
It is well known that β 1 (G) ≥ 1 2 β 1 (G), so any maximal matching (which one can easily find in linear time) provides a 1/2-approximation to the maximumcardinality matching problem. This was generalized by Fischer et al. [8] to show that β k (G) ≥ , Cohen [5] noted that one can therefore compute a (1−ε)-approximation to a maximum-cardinality matching in O( m+n ε ) time, which is linear time as long as ε = Ω(1) (Cohen's work focuses exclusively on the bipartite case, but the same result also holds for general graphs).
A set of vertices X ⊂ V is matchable if it comprises one side of the edges in some matching. We say the matchable set X is maximal if X is not a proper subset of any other matchable set. A matchable set can be recognized in polynomial time by checking whether a bipartite matching of cardinality |X| exists between X and V − X, so one can find a maximal matchable set in polynomial time. Since their introduction in 1988 by Cockayne et al. [4] , matchable sets have been studied by several authors. For example, Balas and Pulleyblank [1] first characterized the polyhedron formed by the convex hull of all matchable sets, and Cunningham and Green-Krótki [6] developed a polynomial-time separation oracle for this polyhedron. Our interest in matchable sets lies in studying the properties of the parameter µ(G), defined as the minimum cardinality of a maximal matchable set in G (the maximum cardinality of a maximal matchable set in G is just the matching number β 1 (G)). By definition, we therefore have µ(G) ≤ β 1 (G) for any graph G. We call µ(G) the matchability number of G and call any maximal matchable set of µ(G) vertices a µ-set.
Among our results, we prove that β 2 (G) ≤ µ(G) for any graph G (with equality attained for triangle-free graphs), thereby providing an important link between the concept of matchability and notion of a k-maximal matching. We also study the complexity of computing µ(G) and β 2 (G), showing that both are NP-hard to compute in bipartite and chordal graphs, but computable in linear time on a tree. Finally, we give a simple linear-time algorithm for finding a 3-maximal matching (far simpler than the immensely complicated MicaliVazirani algorithm), which as a consequence allows us to obtain a simple linear-time 3/4-approximation algorithm for the maximum-cardinality matching problem in a general graph.
For simplicity, we assume henceforth that we are dealing with connected graphs. However, all of our results easily extend to non-connected graphs as well, by applying them within each connected component.
Maximal Matchable Sets and 2-Maximal Matchings
We proceed to discuss properties of matchable sets and k-maximal matching, working towards our proof that µ(G) = β 2 (G) for any triangle-free graph G.
A set of vertices S is matchable if there exists a one-to-one function f : S → (V − S) such that for every vertex u ∈ S, f (u) is adjacent to u, that is, the set of edges {(u, f (u)) | u ∈ S} defines a matching. We call such a function f a matching function for S. The following relationship between maximal matchable sets and maximal matchings is easy to show: Proposition 1. Let S be a maximal matchable set. Then every matching M obtainable from S by a matching function f : S → (V − S) is a maximal matching.
Note that both of the inequalities β 1 (G) ≤ µ(G) and µ(G) ≤ β 1 (G) can be strict. In Figure 1 
We now add β 2 to the chain of inequalities above.
Proof. Let S be any µ-set of G, let M be a matching obtained from S by a matching function f : S → (V −S). By proposition 1, M is maximal. We claim M is also 2-maximal, which implies the theorem. If M is not 2-maximal, then there exists an augmenting P 4 , w − u − v − z, with (u, v) ∈ M and both w and z unsaturated. Without loss of generality, suppose u ∈ S. Then S cannot be a maximal matchable set, since S ∪ {v} is also a matchable set (take f (u) = w and f (v) = v).
From the proof of this theorem, one can also infer the following. Corollary 2. Every matching obtained from a matching function of a µ-set is 2-maximal.
Combining our previous results, we can assemble the following inequality chain: for any graph G,
Theorem 2. For any triangle-free graph G, β 2 (G) = µ(G).
Proof. Let G be any connected graph. Due to Theorem 1, we need only show
is an independent set. For each edge xy ∈ M , we know that x and y cannot both be adjacent to the same vertex z ∈ Z or else G would have a triangle, and furthermore x and y cannot both be adjacent to distinct vertices in Z since M is 2-maximal. Let us therefore define the set S ⊂ V (M ) to contain one vertex from each edge in M , such that S contains all vertices adjacent to Z. Since every vertex in V − S is only adjacent to vertices in S, it follows that S is a maximal matchable set.
By Theorem 2 any graph G with β 2 (G) < µ(G) contains a triangle. Such a graph is illustrated in Figure 2 (a). For this graph, β 2 (G) = 2 < µ(G) = 3. The set M = {bc, de} is a 2-maximal matching, but no set of two vertices forms a maximal matchable set. This can be seen by considering the two maximum matchings, M 1 = {ab, ce, df } and M 2 = {ac, bd, ef }. Any two vertices lie in different edges of at least one of these two matchings, leaving a third vertex to form a matchable set of three vertices.
One might wonder whether β 3 (G) can be inserted in the chain of inequalities
As it turns out, this is not possible, since β 3 (G) and µ(G) are incomparable. The path P 6 provides a simple example where 2 = µ(P 6 ) < β 3 (P 6 ) = 3, and the graph G shown in Figure 2 (b) satisfies 4 = µ(G) > β 3 (G) = 3. Here, {bc, de, f g} is a β 3 -set, and one can show that no set of three vertices forms a maximal matchable set.
Complexity of Computing the Matchability Number
In this section we show that the decision problems for β 2 (G) and µ(G) are NP-complete for both bipartite and chordal graphs. Since β 2 (G) = µ(G) for bipartite graphs, only one proof is given in the bipartite case. Even though β 2 (G) may be less than µ(G) for chordal graphs, the same chordal construction given in this case works for both problems.
It is well known that the following decision problem for the parameter β 1 (G) is NP-complete, even for planar graphs and bipartite graphs with maximum degree 3 [9] :
Here, we consider the decision problem for the parameter β 2 , when restricted to bipartite graphs:
A bipartite graph G = (V, E) and a positive integer k. QUESTION: Does G have a 2-maximal matching M with |M | ≤ k?
Proof. Clearly 2-maximal matching is in N P . Given a 2-maximal matching M we need only verify that M is a maximal matching and that there is no augmenting P 4 with respect to M . This can be done in O(m + n) time. We now employ a transformation from the NP-complete problem Exact Cover by 3-Sets (X3C) [9] .
EXACT COVER BY 3-SETS (X3C)
INSTANCE: Set U of elements, |U | = 3q, and a collection S of 3-element subsets over U . QUESTION: Does S have an exact cover S ; that is, S ⊆ S and every element of U appears in exactly one subset in S ? (Note that in an exact cover, |S | = q) Let U = {e 1 , e 2 , ...e 3q } and S = {s 1 , s 2 , ...s m } be an arbitrary instance of X3C. The construction of the graph G consists of element components, subset components, and communication edges joining the two types of components.
(1) Element Components: For each element e i ∈ U , there is an element component X i which is simply a path on two vertices:
there is a subset component C j made up of six vertices and five edges.
Communication Edges: For each subset s j = {e q , e r , e s }, add the following three communication edges E j :
In the text that follows, when we refer to a "subset component edge", we mean one of the five edges above, and NOT one of the three communication edges here. On the left are shown two subset components for subsets s i = {e p , e q , e r } and s j = {e q , e r , e s }. The bold-faced edges show the matching obtained if s i / ∈ S and s j ∈ S , where S is an exact cover for the X3C instance. The bold-faced edge incident to x p would come from another subset component (not pictured) belonging to S.
The graph G = (V, E) is therefore given by:
Finally, set k = 2q + 2m. Note that G is clearly bipartite, since for example we could place all the a i , c i and x i vertices on one side of a bipartition.
First suppose that S is an exact cover for the X3C instance. We can find a 2-maximal matching M the following manner, shown in Figure 3: (1) If s j ∈ S , add four edges to M : the three communication edges in E j and also the subset edge {b j , c j }. (2) If s j ∈ S , add two subset edges {a j , b j }, and {c j , c (j,1) } to M .
Since there are q subsets in an exact cover S , and m − q subsets not in the exact cover, |M | = 4q + 2(m − q) = 2q + 2m. Note that the matching M saturates all the x i element vertices. It is easy to verify (see Figure 3 ) that M is a maximal matching. One can also show that M is 2-maximal, since it admits no augmenting P 4 's. Since all other vertices are saturated, the only possible endpoints for an augmenting P 4 are the a j vertex from a subset component s j ∈ S , either the c (j,2) or c (j,3) vertices from a subset component s j / ∈ S , or the y i vertex for an element component X i . Of these vertices, no two are ever found at distance 3 from each-other, so no two can serve as endpoints for a common augmenting P 4 .
Conversely, let M be a 2-maximal matching for G, where |M | ≤ k. Note that all x i vertices must be saturated by the matching, otherwise an {x i , y i } edge could be added. The edges in M incident with the vertices x i account for 3q different edges. That leaves at most 2m − q edges that can be taken from the subset components. At least one edge in M must come from each subset component, otherwise M is not 1-maximal because an {a j , b j } edge could be added. To allow only a maximum of 2m−q edges from the subset components, at least q subset components must have only one edge in M . Consider a subset component with only one edge in M (note that it must be the edge {b j , c j }).
Since M is a 2-maximal matching, the only reason that this edge cannot be removed and two edges added ({a j Proof. The graph construction will be the same for both 2MM-SET and for MMM-SET, though the proofs will differ slightly. The proof for 2-maximal matching is given first.
Again, the construction is from X3C, and is similar to the bipartite version. The element components are the same, and for each subset s j ∈ S we set its subset component C j to a K 3 :
Additional edges are included to make the graph chordal:
(1) Edges are added to make a clique among all the x i element vertices (not the y i ). (2) Instead of just three edges, include nine communications edges:
The resulting graph is chordal since if we list the y vertices followed by the c vertices followed by the x vertices, this corresponds to a perfect elimination ordering.
Change k to k = 2q + m. Given an exact cover S , we construct a 2-maximal matching M as follows:
(1) If s j ∈ S , add three communication edges in E j to M : {c (j,1) , x q }, {c (j,2) , x r }, and {c (j,3) , x s } (2) If s j ∈ S , add the edge {c (j,1) , c (j,2) }, to M . Given a 2-maximal matching M of cardinality at most k, all of the x i vertices must be saturated, so at most m − q other edges can be in M . Hence, there must be at least q subset components with no edges in M ; let us call the subset corresponding to such a component vacant, and let us call the remaining subsets occupied. Since M is a maximal matching, a vacant subset component must have at least two of its three K 3 vertices saturated by communication edges in M . However, if only two of these vertices are saturated, then there will be an augmenting P 4 , and M will not be 2-maximal (either communication edge can be removed and an xy edge and a subset edge added). Therefore, every vacant subset component must have all three of its communications edges belonging to M . Note that this accounts for all 3q edges incident to the x i vertices, and it implies that there can be at most q (and therefore also exactly q) vacant subset components. The remaining non-vacant components must then each contain exactly one edge from M among their subset edges. The collection of q vacant components therefore gives us an exact cover.
Now we argue the NP-completeness of Minimum Maximal Matchable Set (MM-SET[Chordal]) for chordal graphs. First, note that MMM-SET is in NP:
one can test whether a set X is matchable in polynomial time by running a bipartite matching algorithm to see if there is a matching of cardinality |X| between X and V − X, and one can test whether X is a maximal matchable set in polynomial time by ensuring that X ∩ {u} is not matchable for all u ∈ V −X. To complete the NP-completeness proof, use the same construction (G, k) from X3C as in the 2-maximal matching proof for chordal graphs.
Given an exact cover S , find a maximal matchable set X as follows:
(1) If s j ∈ S , add the subset component vertices c (j,1) , c (j,2) , and c (j,3) to X. (2) If s j ∈ S , add the subset component vertex c (j,1) to X.
Given a maximal matchable set X of cardinality at most k for G, let M be a matching that matches all of X to V − X. If M is a 2-maximal matching, from the argument in the previous proof, we know that the X3C instance has an exact cover. We argue now that M is a 2-maximal matching.
If M were not a 1-maximal matching, then surely X would not have been a maximal matchable set. If M is not a 2-maximal matching, then also X could not have been a maximal matchable set: consider a matched edge in M that is part of an augmenting P 4 . Only one of the endpoints of that matched edge is in X (because M matches vertices from X to V − X). We can add the other endpoint to X, and those two vertices could be matched to the unsaturated vertices at the beginning and end of the augmenting path.
Linear-Time Algorithms for Trees
We now develop a linear-time algorithm for computing the value of µ(T ) = β 2 (T ) for any tree T . That such an algorithm exists is perhaps not particularly surprising, due to general results in the literature (e.g., those of Mahajan and Peters [13] ) describing how one can automatically obtain a linear-time algorithm on trees and low-treewidth graphs for problems that are "locally verifiable" in nature -allowing for efficient verification of the feasibility of a prospective solution by examining only a small neighborhood around each vertex (in our case, by checking for the presence of an augmenting P 4 ). Our algorithm is based on dynamic programming (DP). For simplicity, we describe it using the "table building" approach popularized in [2, 17] for providing a canonical means of describing DP algorithms on trees and low-treewidth graphs.
For each vertex v in our tree, let T v denote the subtree rooted at v, and let T v denote T v augmented by adding a new parent vertex v to v along with an edge vv . For each subtree T v , we introduce the following six "subproblem classes" by which we can classify a subset of vertices S ∈ V (T v ):
[1] v ∈ S, and S is maximal matchable in both T v and T v .
[2] v ∈ S, and S is maximal matchable in T v but not in T v .
[3] v ∈ S, and S is maximal matchable in T v but not in T v .
[4] v / ∈ S, and S is maximal matchable in both T v and T v .
[5] v / ∈ S, and S is maximal matchable in T v but not in T v .
[6] v / ∈ S, and S is maximal matchable in T v − {v} but not in T v .
We now use the well-known fact that the every rooted tree can be recursively constructed, starting from isolated copies of its single vertices, and building up larger and larger rooted subtrees by linking pairs of existing rooted subtrees
Class [2] Class [4] Class [ until we have formed the entire rooted tree. Each linking operation takes two existing rooted trees T 1 and T 2 with roots r 1 and r 2 and links them into a single tree with root r 1 by making r 2 a child of r 1 . We can now construct our entire rooted input tree T by processing its vertices according to a post-order traversal, and for each vertex v we process, we link v's current subtree with the current subtree of v's parent.
Let T 1 • T 2 denote the result of linking two rooted trees T 1 and T 2 such that T 2 's root becomes a child of T 1 's root. Let S 1 and S 2 be subsets of the vertices in T 1 and T 2 that each belong to one of the six classes above. We can describe the class to which S 1 ∪ S 2 belongs (with respect to T 1 • T 2 ) using the following composition table, where 'X' denotes a composition that cannot occur in the process of constructing a maximal matchable set. For example, if S 1 and S 2 belong respectively to classes [2] and [1] , then the combination S 1 ∪ S 2 will be of class [2] , as shown in Figure 3 along with several other examples.
Since our six subproblem classes are "closed" under our composition operation, we can build the following closed recurrence system.
Now let A i (v) denote the minimum cardinality of a subset S of class [i] for T v . Initially, we set A 3 (v) = 1, A 5 (v) = 0, and
= +∞ for all vertices v in our tree. We than loop over each vertex v according to a post-order scan and link v's current subtree into that of its parent p, adjusting A 1 (p) . . . A 6 (p) appropriately during the process according to the recurrence system above. For example, we set
The remaining subproblem solutions A 2 (p) . . . A 6 (p) are computed in an analogous fashion. Since we spend a total of O(1) work for each vertex v processed, the entire algorithm runs in linear time. Our final answer is µ(T ) = min(A 1 (r), A 2 (r), A 4 (r), A 5 (r)), where r is the root of T .
Linear-Time Algorithms for 3-Maximal Matchings in General Graphs
In this section we introduce simple linear-time algorithms for finding 2-maximal and 3-maximal matchings in general graphs. Since β 3 (G) ≥ 3 4 β 1 (G) for any graph G, this enables us to find a 3/4-approximate maximum matching in a general graph in linear time. Note that this result can already be achieved using the maximum matching algorithm of Micali and Vazirani; in fact, as we mentioned in the introduction, their algorithm can more generally compute a (1 − ε)-approximate maximum matching in O( m+n ε ) time. However, our approach is far simpler.
Starting with a maximal matching (which is trivial to obtain in linear time), our approach applies a sequence of augmenting P 4 's to obtain a 2-maximal matching, then it applies augmenting P 6 's to obtain a 3-maximal matching. The following observation, proved in Corollary 4 of [11] , will help us simplify our implementation: Lemma 1. Consider a (k − 1)-maximal matching M . If we apply a sequence p 1 . . . p r of augmenting P 2k 's to M , then all p i 's must be vertex-disjoint.
Our algorithms for locating and applying augmenting P 4 's and P 6 's are similar in structure. If we are searching for augmenting P 2k 's, then we say an edge is admissible if it lies at the center of some augmenting P 2k . For the case of augmenting P 4 's, an admissible edge will be part of our current matching, and for augmenting P 6 's, an admissible edge will not belong to the current matching. As a consequence of Lemma 1, once we find an admissible edge e and apply an augmenting P 2k for which e is the central edge, we never need to consider e for admissibility again while searching for further augmenting P 2k 's. In addition, once an edge e has been found to be inadmissible, it can never again be admissible, since this would imply that it lies at the center of an newly-formed augmenting P 2k that must share vertices in common with some earlier augmenting P 2k (or else there would be no explanation for how the new augmenting P 2k centered on e would have come into being).
We now describe the details of our algorithm for finding a 2-maximal matching in linear time by successively applying augmenting P 4 's to an initial 1-maximal matching M . Due to Lemma 1, we need only test each edge uv ∈ M once for admissibility, augmenting whenever an admissible edge is found. We will show how to perform this test in O(deg(u)+deg(v)) time, leading to a total running
Observe that Lemma 1 ensures that any edge e added to our matching by an augmentation can never itself be admissible, since e belongs to a prior augmenting path. Hence, it suffices to test only the edges in our original matching M . An edge uv ∈ M is admissible if and only if u and v have unsaturated neighbors u and v such that u = v , since this implies that u − u − v − v is an augmenting P 4 . To test if uv ∈ M is admissible, we introduce some extra terminology that will be useful moving forward. Let us call a vertex popular if it has two or more unsaturated neighbors, singular if it has exactly one unsaturated neighbor, and lonely if it has no unsaturated neighbors. We first scan the neighbors of u and v to determine the classification of u and v. If both are popular or if one is popular and the other is singular, then a follow-up scan can easily determine a pair of unsaturated neighbors u = v (say, if v is popular, then let u be the first unsaturated neighbor in u's adjacency list, and let v be the first unsaturated neighbor in v's adjacency list different from u ). Furthermore, if u or v is lonely, then we know immediately that uv is inadmissible. Therefore, the only interesting case remaining is when both u and v are singular, in which case uv is admissible if and only if the unique unsaturated neighbors of u and v are different from each-other. The process of testing admissibility of an edge uv ∈ M (and then possibly augmenting) clearly takes O(deg(u) + deg(v)) time, leading to a total running time of O(m).
Consider now the computation of a 3-maximal matching. We start by finding a 2-maximal matching M in linear time, and then testing each edge uv / ∈ M for admissibility, applying an augmenting P 6 whenever an admissible edge is found. Observe again that due to Lemma 1, any edge uv leaving our matching due to augmentation can never be admissible, and any admissible edge can never be admissible again after we perform its associated augmentation. Let P (u) denote the "partner" vertex in our current matching to which a saturated vertex u is matched. An edge uv / ∈ M is admissible if and only if u and v are saturated and P (u) and P (v) have unsaturated neighbors u and v such that u = v . To allow checking an edge uv for admissibility in O(1) time, we now do a small amount of extra bookkeeping and maintain for each vertex whether it is popular, singular, or lonely (i.e., we maintain a count of the number of unsaturated neighbors for each vertex in our graph). This extra information only requires linear additional time to maintain, since we only need to update the counters of v's neighbors when v becomes saturated, and this can only happen once for each vertex v (since a saturated vertex stays saturated forever). Furthermore, let each singular vertex v keep a pointer to its unique unsaturated neighbor, initialized when v becomes singular (i.e., when its augmented count of unsaturated neighbors drops to one). Since each vertex v has its pointer initialized only once (by scanning its neighbors in O(deg(v)) time), it therefore takes only linear total time to maintain these pointers. The edge uv is now admissible if (i) both P (u) and P (v) are popular, (ii) either P (u) or P (v) is popular and the other is singular, or (iii) P (u) and P (v) are both singular, but their unsaturated neighbors are distinct. Given our augmented information, we can check this condition in constant time per edge uv, leading to an overall linear time bound for our 3-maximal matching algorithm.
